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METS Ignited
The Industry Growth Centre for Australia’s 
Mining Equipment, Technology and Services (METS) Sector

Embracing Robotics and Automation in a post COVID world

Adrian Beer: Adrian.beer@metsignited.org

mailto:Adrian.beer@metsignited.org
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METS Ignited is one of six Federal Government Funded Industry Growth Centres 

at the forefront of the Australian Government Innovation Policy

Core Objectives for each Growth Centre:

1. Accelerating technology commercialization

2. Enhancing management and workforce skills

3. Helping to grow exports

4. Identifying regulatory improvement

METS Ignited works with 
state and territory 
governments and national 
and regional peak bodies to 
support and grow the 
Australian METS sector. 



Technology as 
an Industry

Driving economic 
recovery through 
commercial outcomes 
from our global 
technology sector



Seizing this opportunity 
can release huge value

Digital automation technologies in the mining and oil and 
gas industries present a tremendous opportunity for 
Australia, with their adoption providing potential to add 
$74 billion in value to the national economy by 2030 and 
create more than 80,000 new jobs.

With the impact of COVID on our resource industries, the 
adoption of these technologies have been rapidly 
accelerated. Australia's technology sector must act now to 
drive the commercialisation of these technologies across 
sectors, delivering jobs to the cities and the regions with 
the potential to add tens of billions of dollars to our local 
industry.

COVID-19 has accelerated 
the industry’s adoption of 

technology outlined in 
‘Staying Ahead of the Game’ 

providing significant and 
immediate economic 

opportunity



Accelerate technology 
commercialisation by 
leveraging existing 
networks and project 
pipelines created by 
the Resources Sector
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Australia’s mining innovation value chain…

Research from QUT’s Centre for METS 
Business Innovation indicates that 
75% of all patents in mining lodged in 
Australia come from METS firms, 13% 
from miners, 12 % from researchers.
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Shifting our innovation sector from consumer led to technology producer
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Customers driving innovation and research….
NOW: Mid-tier miners have been absent from research

• “It takes too much time and money to deliver us good outcomes.”

• “We run lean and don’t have experienced resources to engage.”

• “We’re not comfortable collaborating.. it’s too problematic.”

• “Who else has done this… it’s too risky being the guinea pigs.”

• “We don’t like accepting things without a good business case.”

• “The pandemic has forced a whole new set of priorities on us.”

• “We’d like to own the IP so we can get the outcomes for free”

So…

• Other sectors get a greater portion of public research funding.

• Researchers pitch their ideas to you and don’t hit the mark.

HOW (with help from experienced industry-research consultants)

1. Miner collaboration forums

a. Agree the priority problems to 
address (see separate slide)

b. Scope the problems

c. Understand potential rewards

d. Check with Amira / ACARP to 
ensure no duplication

2. Solution proposal

a. Researchers + METS deliver EOIs 
to solve the priority problems

b. Seek relevant stranded research 
outcomes at the same time

c. Business cases are co-developed 
by miners, METS, researchers

3. Apply for matched funding

a. Miners collectively select the 
best Researcher + METS team

b. Consultants craft the bids for 
matched research funds

c. Engage with venture funds

d. Bids submitted to CRC/ARC etc

4. Project delivery

a. If the bid is successful, plan research 
project delivery engaging Amira and 
ACARP as required

b. If unsuccessful, agree to re-apply or 
seek alternative financing based on 
the business case.

WHERE: Miners embrace research to improve performance

• Miners come together to agree their priorities (+ Amira, ACARP)

• Miners scope their problems then pass them to researchers + METS

• Research goes beyond technology to include business challenges

• Business cases are developed to confirm the investment of funds

• Only common (ubiquitous) problems are addressed collaboratively

• Miners pool their dollars to lever much greater business outcomes

• METS commercialise to deliver ‘plug and play’ outcomes

• Research is structured to deliver early benefits to industry

• Stranded research at high-TRL is identified and accessed



Australia’s Technology Sector can support Australian 
innovators in commercialising their solutions within our 
local market, generating local revenue, creating jobs and 
expanding our sovereign capability



The Opportunity
• Australia’s local ecosystem has built world-leading 

capability that are relevant to many industrial sectors

• Areas of high global demand for Australia’s 
technology capability include:

• Data and Analytics

• Robotics and Automation

• Environmental, Safety and Social Licence 

• Future Sustainable Energy

• Our goal is to commercialise Australia’s technology 
capabilities locally, creating jobs and high-value skills 
in our economy and preventing loss through offshore 
acquisition, or IP protection within specific company  
operational environments.
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Developing a plan via a simple problem solving approach… 

from Now to 
Where

from Now to Where

1. What is the 
situation NOW 
(starting point)

2. Assume success – WHERE
would we get to in future? 

(ending point)

3. HOW do we move 
forward? from Now to Where
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Innovation needs a commercial partner – to create 
products and services from our research outcomes

R&DMETS
2

Miners are slowly dying under a 

“hail of silver bullets”

Miners

METS
1

Large 
METS

R&D
METS

2
METS 

1

Miners

Integrator 
METS

Instead, build coalitions to address 

the problems important to miners

From To



Robotics in Australia   | Presentation Title

• Universal Field Robots has developed UFR Autonomy, a robotic 
automation solution that is delivering accelerated time to market, 
decreased risk of failure, and decreased overall cost.

• UFR specialises in robust automation, proven robotics technology 
platforms, and collaborating for customer success.

• Our hardened automated tracked and wheeled platforms are working in 
the field using UFR Autonomy to lift, lower and position materials.

• We engineer bespoke attachments that connect with our autonomous 
machines (such as an excavator or ATV) to allow the safe and accelerated 
completion of work. This reduces exposure of personnel to dangerous 
tasks and increases safety and productivity, especially in mining.

• UFR can complete hardware engineering to integrate a complete 
package of automation components for R&D, testing, development, and 
operations.

• UFR robotics engineers can help with UFR Autonomy, so that you can 
focus on solving your unique problems, delivering for your customers, 
and making your employees safe.Sector Application: Mining (with cross sector application)

• Started with two employees in 2016, the company has grown to a team of over 14.

• Revenue/order book: In late 2018, Universal Field Robots was awarded the Australian Commercialisation Funding of $1.6 million to commercialise our robotic product. 

First sales were achieved in 2019 with machines now operating in Queensland and overseas in Chile.

• Growth: Universal Field Robots has expanded, increasing sales, and recently acquiring a testing facility and manufacturing workshop in Brisbane.
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1. Resources Technology & Critical Minerals 

Processing

2. Food & Beverage

3. Medical Products

4. Recycling & Clean Energy

5. Defence

6. Space

THE MODERN MANUFACTURING STRATEGY …



METS Ignited Brisbane
Level 8, P Block, 2 George Street, 
Brisbane, QLD 4000

METS Ignited Sydney
Level 10, 56 Pitt Street,
The Rocks, NSW 2000

METS Ignited Perth,
191 St Georges Terrace, 
Perth, WA 6000

METS Ignited is implementing a commercialisation approach to Industry-Driven Research & Innovation. 

Our goal is to partner research with technology producers, not just consumers, matching technology 

companies with innovators to drive commercial outcomes, creating a stand alone technology segment 

within our local economy – that will leverage our modern manufacturing capability.

Email i.dover@metsignited.org if you’d like to access industry funds to improve your business 

performance and Australia’s sustainable economy.

Call to action…

https://metsignited.org/modern-manufacturing-strategy/

mailto:i.dover@metsignited.org
https://metsignited.org/modern-manufacturing-strategy/
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METS Ignited expectations of Australian research proposals…
While research proposals have been traditionally judged on research excellence, we now highlight the 
following elements of excellent industry research and commercial success... 

1. Major input from customers (ie mining, energy, global METS companies) as users of the research 
outcomes, quantifying the market demand. 

2. Australian METS firms with commercial track records provide the pathway(s) to commercialisation 
and scale-up (eg plug and play solutions for global customers).

3. PhD students embedded in industry partners become capable of working both in industry and 
research. Ideally the research students will participate in industry partners’ graduate programmes.

4. At least one theme in the research program is devoted to continuous understanding and update 
about the market for the proposed outcomes (eg trends, customers, demand, supply chains).

5. Research is structured to deliver “benefits” to industry in short, medium and long terms – noting 
that short-term “benefits” may not necessarily be research outcomes.

6. The university research leaders are able to confirm their industry track records in providing 
solutions to business and industry problems.
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Some ubiquitous problems that may be solved collaboratively…

1. Exploration analytics with AI to maximise NPV or to extend mine life
2. Low-cost, low-carbon energy solutions for mining operations
3. Operational boosting via value chain optimisation principles, sensors, analytics
4. Genuine interoperability at the mine site (not just within specific OEM’s systems)
5. Cost effectively integrating mine scheduling, rostering, maintenance & inventory 
6. Automated services for zero-entry (eg autonomous support vehicles, dozers etc)
7. Robust underground telecommunications
8. Improved mine rehabilitation and closure performance 
9. Management, repurposing or avoidance of tailings
10. Availability of trained support for high usage vendor plant and equipment
11. … plus others of interest to you.


